
KEY CONCEPTS 

 

1. Private speech – self-directed, non-social, often fragmentary comments which represent a 

crucial step in the child’s gradual internalization of language (parent voice) and helps 

reinforce parental standards, inhibit impulses, and guide personal behavior 

2. Metallization – ability to understand that mental states of oneself and others underlie overt 

behavior. The development of metallization is a function of the quality of early attachment 

experiences where the integration of the “pretend” and the “psychic equivalence” modes 

occurs in the course of repeated experiences of interactions with a playful caregiver who 

reflects the child’s feelings and thoughts in a “marked” manner. 

3. Theory of mind – ability to attribute mental states (e.g. attitudes, beliefs, wishes, desires, 

feelings, pretending, knowledge, and plans) to oneself and others and to understand that 

others have mental states different from one’s own 

4. Object constancy – achievement of stable internal representations of self and others 

5. False-belief task –is used to show that a 3-4 year-old child’s accuracy in predicting another 

person’s behavior based on that individual’s unique point of view 

6. Best friends - becomes meaningful for Oedipal-aged child and creates new social desires and 

anxieties. 

7. Transition from egocentric thinking to greater social understanding – occurs in when 

Oedipal-age child is able to distinguish his/her own thoughts and feelings from those of 

other people 

8. Transitional phenomena (Winnicott) – include transitional objects which are the child’s first 

not-me possession, i.e. is neither an internal nor an external object.  Play is and language act 

as transitional space as well.   

9. Imaginary companion - normative creation that provides the child with a companionship 

and a sense of mastery over his/her own fears and impulses 

 

10.  Shame - results when one doesn't meet another's approval, e.g. parents' approval and is 

often experienced as social anxiety. 

11.  Guilt – a complex social emotion involving feelings of contrition and responsibility to 

another, i.e. moral anxiety. It is clearly evident around the age of 4 but isn't fully developed 

until elementary school years and results when one isn’t able to live up to internal standards 

of behavior. It is often experienced as a loss of self-approval and self-esteem. 

12.  Self-regulation – the ability to initiate and modulate personal behavior without the help of 

another person. It is thought self-regulation is dependent upon the development of object 



constancy which serves as an integrated, internal parental image that provides a soothing 

function so that the child can tolerate distress when a parental figure isn’t present. 

13.  Parental affect-mirroring - occurs when the primary attachment figure empathically mirrors 

a child’s affect states with "markedness." 

14.  Marked externalizations of feeling - where internal experience is externalized and doesn't 

belong to the self but where the child maintains some level of awareness and understanding 

of and control over the representational nature of the externalized symbolic form.  

15. Decoupling - occurs when a representation of emotion is separated from its referents in 

actual reality 

16.  Psychic reality - refers to a child’s subjective experience influenced by unconscious 

processes (unaware states of mind).   

17.  Playing with reality – caregiver or therapist playfully gives the child’s ideas and feelings 

a link with external reality by indicating the existence of an alternative perspective which 

exists outside the child’s mind. In doing this, the caregiver or therapist shows the child that 

his/her view of reality is only one of a number of different ways to experience reality.  

18.  Containment – involves presence of another person who re-presents and reflects an child’s 

mental state as a manageable image which is bearable and understandable 

19.  Inner forms of self-reflective emotional experiences - refer to other ways of expressing 

one's internal feelings that are perceived only introspectively, e.g. daydreaming, fantasizing, 

and imagination.  


